
Additional Resources
available during the LP

Campaign:Lake City Community Church is a family-

equipping church. We believe parents are the

first and best disciplers of their own children. If

you are a parent, we are committed to praying

for you, resourcing you, encouraging you, and

coming alongside you. But, we know we can't do

it for you. That's why we created the Legacy

Path. In addition to the descriptions of each step

along the Legacy Path, there are characteristics

that help describe each stage.

Acquiring a Vision

Formulating a Plan

Building a Foundation

Growing & Maturing

Establishing a Legacy

The campaign begins October 12th & 13th. The

campaign will last until Sunday, November 24th.

But the Legacy Path itself will always be

available. When you're ready, take our

assessment and let us help you move from

wherever you are to Legacy!
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WHAT IS LEGACY
PATH?

LEGACY PATH
CAMPAIGN

Entering the Legacy Path Campaign

Filling out the Assessment

Determining your Stage of the Legacy Path

Getting on the Weekly Texts List

Joining and participating in the Facebook

group

Being in the Legacy Path Sunday School Class

(November 3, 10, 17, & 24)

Other fun ways you'll learn about soon

 

To begin, simply fill out the entry card available in

the Faith @ Home Center or the church office.

There will be everything from T-shirts to pies to

family photo shoots along with a GRAND prize at

the end of the LP Sunday School Class.

For 6 weeks, LC3 Family Ministries is sponsoring

the Legacy Path Campaign. During the duration

of the campaign, there will be prizes awarded

each week. In order to win these prizes, you must

"Get On" the Legacy Path. The more you

participate, the greater your chances of winning

prizes. There will be a grand prize given at the

very end of the campaign.

 

WHAT ARE THE PRIZES?

HOW DO I GET ENTERED INTO THE

WEEKLY DRAWINGS?

Weekly Encouragement Texts - One way to

participate in the LP Campaign is to sign up for

our weekly text blast. Throughout the campaign,

we'll be texting encouragements and tips 

for your family's journey. Everyone on the Weekly

Text List will be entered in our weekly drawing.

 

Facebook Group - We know not everyone is on

Facebook, but during the LP Campaign, we're 

creating a Facebook Community specifically to

discuss and support families working their way

through the Legacy Path. Everyone in the

Facebook Group will be entered into our weekly

drawing.

Face-to-Face Support - Beginning Sunday,

November 3, and continuing for four consecutive

Sundays, we will have a Legacy Path Sunday

School class during the 11 a.m. hour. It will take

place in the Upper Gym and will provide dynamic

teaching from all four corners of the Legacy Path:

Faith, Marriage, Parenting, and Rhythm of Life.



You shall love the Lord your
God with all your heart and

with all your soul and with all
your might. And these words

that I command you today
shall be on your heart. You

shall teach them diligently to
your children, and shall talk
of them when you sit in your
house, and when you walk by

the way, and when you lie
down, and when you rise.

Deuteronomy 6:5-7
Brooke Araiza

Brooke.Araiza@LC3.com

253.582.8040

TALK TO US

October 12 - November 24

LEGACY PATH
CAMPAIGN

Our church family as a whole

is needed and invited to join us

on this journey of equipping families. If

you are not currently on this parenting

journey, here are ways that you can be

involved in this campaign and be entered

in our weekly drawings:

Committing to pray for at least one

family involved in the campaign

Participate in any of the components

of the LP Campaign (Facebook, Texts,

etc). Learn more about how you can

support parents at LC3

Volunteer in one area of children's

ministry (AWANA, Children's, MSM,

HSM etc)

We believe that the church operates as

the primary and eternal family of God.

The church needs the family and the

family needs the church.

WHAT IF I'M NOT CURRENTLY 
PARENTING A CHILD?


